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At  Taqdeem and Takheer are two attributes of Allah.  

There are two types of Sifaat  

1) Sifaat zaatiya  

2) Sifaat failia.  

There are some attributes in us that are personal and attached to us and we always have it with is for 

example we have eyes and ears they never get separate from us. No one can effect this. This will always 

be with us.  

Faili is that it depends on the situation then the action comes with it. For e.g. if there is a fire you will 

react. So the action that is dependent on the situation. This is like a reaction of the situation. 

 

Sifaat Zaatiya 

Taqdeem and takheer is the sifaat of Allah. Sifaat zaatiya is that Allah made Saturday before Sunday and 

1 o’clock  before 2 and this is zaatiya and this is always like this there is something that comes first 

before anything else. This is a personal attribute that will exist all the time. This is amazing because 

being human we think that taqdeem and takheer is just like that. If we say Allah is Muqqadim Al 

Muakhir so it means that He is always there as Muqaddim and Muakhir even if there is no one else. This 

character is His personal attribute. We have our personal names so Allah has His personal name too. 

Allah is Muqqadim and Muakhir always even before there is creation.  

 

Sifaat Failia 

Failia is that depends on our action or situation that Allah will make us forward or delay us from 

something. It depends on our heart and actions that whether Allah will bring us forward or delay us 

from something. Who made Nabi (Sallelaho alehe wassalam) before Abu Bakr (Radi Allah anhu). Allah 

made them forward for a reason.  

Al failia in Ahkaam: 

We can see the Ahkaam of Allah came in order and Aqeedah was the first thing corrected for people in 

Makkah and then other rulings came in Madinah this order was decided by Allah based on importance. 

Allah knows what is important for us. Allah made this sequence because of us and its because it is 

important for us. Allah didn’t forbid the wine in Makkah rather He made it forbidden in Madinah and it 

came in stages. First He said there is good in it but the harm is greater. Allah knows that people wont be 

able to take haram immediately. Then Allah said that drink but not during the prayer timings. Allah dealt 

with the sahabas with the best way and according to their level although they are the best people. This 

is the rehabilitation by Allah. Finally the command came that this is the work of shaitan and you need to 

stay away from it completely. You cannot tell a new muslim to follow Islam completely immediately 

rather you have to teach them slowly.  



Faili in An Naas: 

Allah preferred the Prophets above everyone else. Allah chose from all the people the purest ones for 

His work. Allah knows whose heart is like what so He gave them accordingly. 

Al Anbiya: 

Allah made the Prophet to come in the end but He made him the imam of all the anbiya that is the 

leader of all prophets. This was his muqaam among the prophets. Allah made him Sabiqoon. The 

Prophet was made Muqqadim and the prayer was led by him for all the prophets. That is why on the 

Day of Judgment only Nabi (Sallelaho alehewassalam) will intercede for people and he will prostate and 

no one else will come to talk to Allah. Don’t ever think that its random rather it’s done with Hikmah. 

After the Prophets come Sideeq then shauhadaa and then Saaliheen this is the order by Allah.  

At Taqdeem At Takheer in Ilm, amal and akhlaq.  

Allah will give Ilm (Knowledge) according to us. This is like rain that needs to go in the valleys. If the 

container is small then it will not be able to hold more than its capacity. We all listen to same lectures 

but our knowledge is different and we absorb different levels of knowledge. If the heart filled with pride 

then there is no place for knowledge. So it depends how much place we have in our heart for Islamic 

knowledge. We cannot understand something or we cannot take too much knowledge together. 

Sometimes we see that knowledge is getting in us and we are able to understand better this is because 

Allah opened our heart. Allah proceeded some people in knowledge than others because they are ready 

for it. We are talking about this Name Muqqadim and Muakhir because this is the right time for us to 

take this knowledge. Never say regarding knowledge that I should have got it before only Allah decided 

when its good for you to get this knowledge. What you learn first and second is depending on Allah. 

Don’t confuse the information with knowledge as knowledge is something that strikes you and affects 

you. Asking forgiveness from Allah will make you forward.  

In amal, there are people who are ahead in actions than others. If we are not going forward with our 

actions then this is because of my own self and not others. Allah will make you do actions if you will to 

do so. This is dependent on you whether you will do actions more than others and whether you will 

wake up for tahajjud or not it depends on your intention and work. Ask forgiveness for yourself to make 

yourself go forward in your actions. If you find yourself stuck somewhere in actions then you need to 

take the first step. If you are truthful to yourself Allah will make you forward. You need to be honest to 

yourself and not just cry that you are stuck rather take some action. Stop complaining and blaming 

others rather take action. Do istighfaar and Allah will make you forward. Some people are forward in 

certain deeds and not others. This is because Allah knows which action is for you and what you can excel 

for so Allah will chose you to do. There was one sahabi who was given glad tidings for jannah so he was 

a normal person and not doing something extra ordinary so another rsahabi was investigating him so he 

asked him. The man replied that before I sleep I remove all negative feelings regarding people and even 

if someone oppress me I will forgive them and clean my heart for them. This is actions of the people, the 

istighfaar will make you forward and the sins will delay you.  

Al Ikhlaaq. 

Allah prefer people over one another depending on the akhlaaq of the people. You will get Akhlaaq 

when you have knowledge and you imply it then the fruit will be good akhlaaq. Maybe the person is not 



very forward in money or fame but he is very good in Akhlaaq. People don’t wont your money or 

anything else rather your akhlaaq (good character) will affect the people most. It depends on you what 

level of Akhlaaq you get from Allah. You will have to ask forgiveness from Allah and this will make you 

forward. 


